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ABSTRACT
Ambiguity is gaining attention in self-tracking research as a means
to go beyond the mere quantification of body signals. Recent re-
search has suggested that ambiguity can be used even to enable
social connection mediated by personal data. To explore this de-
sign space more widely, we organized two design workshops with
a total of 67 participants. In this paper, we present three design
concepts, as outcomes of the workshops, which use ambiguity to
enable social self-tracking practices. We then discuss how these
concepts demonstrate the potential of ambiguity to encourage col-
lective sense-making, directly impact the user’s social relationships,
and offer multifaceted perspectives on reality.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Commercial self-tracking and biosensing wearable technologies
are attracting considerable attention from Human-Computer Inter-
action (HCI) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
researchers for their potential to capture streams of data from the
wearers’ bodies and turn biosignals, movements, behaviors, and
mental states into actionable information for the purposes of self-
improvement, self-discipline, and self-knowledge [8, 17, 30]. This
information is usually delivered to the users in form of screen-
based quantified representations, graphs and recommendations
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conveying an apparent accurate representation of an individual’s
status [28]. Quantified data displayed by these commercial devices
are mostly meant to be accessed privately, whereby "social self-
tracking", namely, the social dimension of tracking, is often con-
sidered as a supplementary feature that people may use to share
their information with the purpose of letting other users know their
activities and achievements, or competing with them [10, 25]. Like-
wise, much academic research in this field focuses on the private
dimension of self-tracking, with only a few studies exploring so-
cial, collaborative and shared tracking practices [9] in domains like
fitness [20], sleep [24], health [4], food [21] and workplace [31], or
amongmembers of informal communities of trackers, like the Quan-
tified Selfers [3]. This kind of research points out that data sharing
can be used as a means to compare and compete with peers [20],
as a motivational lever to perform a certain behavior [29], as a
medium to “connect with others” [15], and even as a surveillance
and biopolitics tool for normalizing bodies [37].

The majority of these studies, however, investigate people’s shar-
ing practices while using existing commercial self-tracking tools,
where data are displayed through visualizations emphasizing objec-
tivity, clarity and the rational examination of the tracked parame-
ters [30]: here, sharing data is also considered as ameans to transmit
precise and unambiguous information. Nevertheless, an emerging
stream of research has recently highlighted the limits of such visu-
alizations, which may lack meaning for the user [16, 27], and has
started exploring the design opportunities opened by considering
self-tracking data beyond quantification and rationality [26]. For
example, Rapp and Tirassa [30] presented a theory of the self based
on the phenomenological and constructivist traditions, which aims
to move the self-tracking discourse from behavior and objective
data to the self and subjective meanings. This alternate line of
investigation – which includes social biosensing [5] and expres-
sive biosignals [18] research - may emphasize the active role of
self-tracking data in enabling novel social interaction trajectories,
pointing to an alternative design space [12, 14, 39]. Particularly
relevant in this stream of research are recent research-through-
design contributions using ambiguous - rather than clear – data
representations to stimulate multiple, open-ended, heterogeneous,
and unexpected interpretations of data, beyond utility and rational-
ity [11, 35]. For instance,Animo [19],Hint Shirt [13], and Ripple [12]
explore biosignals (such as heart rate and skin conductance) dis-
played in ambiguous visualizations as social cues for interpersonal
relationships. These systems show the value of ambiguity as a con-
versation trigger that can encourage reflection and self-expression,
enhance engagement and enable social connection. In the same vein,
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Table 1: Workshops features and details

Features Workshop 1 Workshop 2
Venue Politecnico di Milano/Hybrid Umeå Institute of Design/In person
Duration 2 weeks Two days
Timeline February 2022 March 2023
Facilitators 3 1
Participants 61 Master level design students 6 HCI Researchers
Number of Groups/Outcomes 11 2
Selected design proposals 2 (The Void, MatchMe) 1(Noisides)

other studies explored whether sharing ambiguous data representa-
tions of biosignals can affect trust and cooperation dynamics [23],
as well as the understanding of others [18]. Despite these studies
being a source of inspiration for us, no research until now seems to
have widely and openly explored the multiple opportunities arising
from using ambiguity in the design of social self-tracking practices:
here, ambiguity may refer to both representation and interpreta-
tion of data, and may be intentionally elicited through design to
open new opportunities for social connecting through personal
data. To explore this emerging design space, we conducted two de-
sign workshops (see Table 1) inviting participants to use ambiguity
to imagine novel self-tracking devices. The workshop’s outcomes
show that ambiguity may be a design resource to open innova-
tive design research trajectories in social self-tracking practices,
enabling collective interpretations, eliciting reflection on one’s own
social relationships, and allowing for the confrontation of multiple
perspectives. The study contributes to the CSCW community by
highlighting that ambiguity may be used for creating diverse “so-
cial systems”, which encourage sense-making and reflection on the
“self” and its relationship with others through means other than
rational data examination.

2 METHODOLOGY: DESIGNWORKSHOPS
In this study, we build upon Rosner et al.’s [32] and Elsden et al.’s [7]
work, which explored the use of design workshops as a research
method for generating new design opportunities, in order to ex-
plore the design space of ambiguity for social self-tracking. This
study reports on two design workshops (synthesized in Table 1)
organized and conducted by the authors, describing and discussing
a selection of three design concepts that emerged from the work-
shops, which show how ambiguity may represent a fruitful design
resource for social self-tracking practices. The two workshops have
different formats because we wanted to test our method in different
conditions and with different constraints.

In both workshops, we asked participants to design a wearable
interactive artifact, an interface, and/or a data representation system
leveraging ambiguity as a design resource [11]. The workshops
aimed to provide a structured process for generating and exploring
design concepts that incorporate ambiguity in the context of self-
tracking. The workshops consisted of six main stages illustrated
below.

• Introduction to the workshop. Participants received informa-
tive materials on the workshop topics and objectives.

• Analysis and discussion of tensions of existing self-tracking de-
vices.We invited participants to discuss several "tensions" in
current self-tracking devices, namely apparently unresolved
oppositions emerging from their use (e.g., the objective na-
ture of data vs the subjective nature of their interpretations).
Such tensions have been defined on the basis of a review of
the current literature, which highlights that self-tracking do-
main is often characterized by polarized opinions, paradoxes,
and even unintended effects with respect to the designers’
intentions, e.g., [1, 6, 36, 38], and are extensively reported
in [6]. To support this activity, participants were provided
with a variety of stimuli aimed at eliciting reflections on the
tensions [6], like cards prompting questions about controver-
sial aspects of self-tracking (e.g., surveillance, prescriptions
of behavior, etc.), and were invited to reflect on their personal
experience and use of data tracking devices.

• Familiarization with ambiguity as a resource. Our goal was
to inspire participants to design solutions that incorporated
ambiguity as a resource to mitigate, exaggerate, or explore
the tensions they identified. In the first workshop, we relied
on Gaver et al.’s [11] ambiguity tactics to help participants
understand and practically apply ambiguity in their projects.
However, this approach proved to be challenging for some
participants, as they were too abstract. Therefore, we created
a set of ambiguity tactics for the second workshop, tailored
to the self-tracking domain and informed by the review of
literature and the first workshop results.

• Prototyping. Participants were asked to define a concept and
prototype it through bodystorming techniques [34], low-
fidelity [22], and experience prototyping [2].

• Presentation. Each teamwas expected to present their project
idea and (fictional) prototype, which was discussed with the
other workshop participants. They were required to report
on its features, the intended users and application context,
and how they implemented ambiguity in the data represen-
tation or interactive experience. The discussion brought out
reflections and questions opened by the prototypes and their
possible use.

3 DESIGN CONCEPTS
In this section, we present three design concepts that best address
social practices mediated by self-tracking data and best represent
three different ways through which ambiguity can "mediate" so-
cial relationships: supporting collective interpretations, eliciting
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Figure 1: The Void. A visitor’s reaction to a screaming woman,
and peer-to-peer sharing moment in front of a data knitted
piece.

reflection on one’s own social relationships, and allowing for the
confrontation of multiple perspectives on the same event. For each
project, we describe the concepts, provide an account of the ten-
sions inspiring the design, and offer reflections and a series of
questions that emerged during the project discussion and may be
worth further exploring.

3.1 The Void
Concept. The Void (Fig.1) is a multi-room interactive exhibition
that provides an encrypted data physicalization of emotional biosig-
nals, inviting participants to decode the meaning of the data in a
social setting. Users wear an electroencephalogram (EEG) and elec-
tromyography (EMG) sensor-equipped balaclava (which anonymizes
the attendee), while being exposed to four provocative perfor-
mances (e.g., a person screaming). At the end of the exhibition,
each participant receives a data materialization of their own biosig-
nals via a textured, colorful knitted piece hung on the wall, which
can be seen as a part of the exhibition, without any information
on how to interpret it. The goal is to elicit collaborative decoding
through peer-to-peer thought-sharing and comparison, encourag-
ing people to open up about their emotions.
Tensions. The project was inspired by the tension between the
claim that commercial wearable devices are capable of detecting
complex phenomena, such as stress and emotional states, and the
messiness and difficulty of an accurate tracking. The team aimed to
reflect on this tension by creating a complex, difficult-to-decipher
data representation of emotional biosignals, involving collective
interpretations of data.
Reflections and questions. Collective sense-making and privacy.
As “pieces of art”, data materializations become public and open to
collective interpretations. Making sense of a difficult-to-interpret
data physicalization in a social setting may encourage people to
share their feelings to find a plausible explanation and intertwine
the representations with meanings arising from collective discus-
sion. Moreover, people may look at others’ representations to find
similarities or differences to give sense to their own representation.
However, even though each visitor’s data is accessible to anyone,
each visitor may decide whether and how to offer possible expla-
nations of their own data to others. As a result, people may not be
sure about the “correctness” of interpretations (an attendee might
even lie with respect to their data). While the exhibition invites
visitors to talk through their data physicalization of feelings and
emotions, may such data and discussions be “deceptive” as it is not
possible to reach a “right” interpretation? May the conversations

Figure 2: MatchMe. A pair’s encounter, and their compatibil-
ity assessment through the light-changing heart-like sculp-
ture.

among visitors not be directly related to what the exhibition or-
ganisers suggest, entailing a form of technology “appropriation”?
Could individuals “force” a person to reveal her emotions to reach
the right interpretation of a “piece of art”?

3.2 MatchMe
Concept.MatchMe (Fig.2) is an interactive installation designed
to help people find love matches using biosignals. The installation
is set up in a performance hall filled with light-changing heart-
like sculptures. Participants wear a smart wristband that measures
their arousal levels, such as sweat, heart rate, and skin temperature.
When two people approach a sculpture, the wristbands sync up, and
a collective visual output is generated as a match assessment. The
higher the sum of their arousal parameters, the brighter the heart
sculpture. People are encouraged to interact with each other and,
as they do so, the wristbands keep gathering information, adjusting
the visual response in real-time by changing the brightness of the
heart sculpture. Then, participants can make their own interpreta-
tions of the sculpture response and decide whether or not to engage
in further conversations.
Tensions. The project was inspired by technology’s significant
role in facilitating romantic connections in today’s world. MatchMe
imagines a future where people may solely rely on technologies
and algorithms to find their partners or soul mates. The project
intends to explore the tension between trusting the data provided
by technology and relying on one’s own subjective instincts, exag-
gerating the technology’s capabilities.
Reflections and questions. Questioning social relationships. The
installation assigns supplementary meaning to biosignals, poten-
tially over-interpreting them as indications of love connections.
The installation, however, does not provide a true matching service
but rather seeks to provoke participants into reflecting on the role
of technology in finding affinities processes. Participants are en-
couraged to consider whether they should trust data collected by
the technology and to what extent this should influence their social
relationships. What happens if an existing couple’s biosignals don’t
light up as much as two strangers’ biosignals? Will the partners
question their feeling and relationship if data go against what they
expected? Will people attempt to manipulate their biosignals to
increase the brightness of the sculpture? Will visitors still continue
the conversation if the heart sculpture isn’t bright? Will they ques-
tion the system’s accuracy and argue for the device’s limitations?
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Figure 3: Noisides. Data physicalization system, four people’s
data physicalizations, and peer-to-peer sharing moment.

3.3 Noisides
Concept. The Noisides project (Fig.3) aims to stimulate various
interpretations of bodily signals by giving shape to “gut feelings”
through the materialization of an unconventional biosignal – the
bowel noise - in order to initiate discussions about personal expe-
riences with peers. The project envisions a group of individuals
wearing a belly microphone that detects visceral sounds, which are
then translated into one squishy fidget ball per participant contain-
ing more particles the noisier the belly is. Each participant can also
choose past data connected to some kind of event (e.g., a stressful
episode), personalize the colors of the balls, and use it as a trigger
to discuss the experience.
Tensions. The project was inspired by the team’s personal experi-
ences with self-tracking devices, which showed that when you track
your body, you’re not just monitoring your own biosystem but also
how your biosystem responds and interacts with the environment
around you. The team aimed to explore the tension between the
inner and outer environment by creating a system where groups
of people could combine their individual biodata with contextual
information to create a more complete representation of a situation.
Reflections and research questions. Confrontating multiple per-
spectives. Bowel sounds as biosignal are still very little categorized
in terms of what they "mean": as there are no conventional mean-
ings ascribed to different bowel sounds (as it happens, e.g., in the
case of heart rate, where a fast heartbeat may "mean" agitation,
arousal, emotional activation, etc.), they may even be seen as “mean-
ingless.” The project prompts reflection on how people “project”
into and attribute meaning to an apparently meaningless object
and how multiple and even contrasting perspectives on the same
event may build a multifaceted perspective on reality. How would
a person behave if multiple individuals materialize their bowel
sounds in different “objects”, which are nonetheless connected to
the same event? Would the physicalization highlight the diversity
of perspectives on the same experience? Would the data materi-
alization of other’s persons influence the understanding of one’s
own experience of the event? How would people feel by touching
another person’s physicalization? Would someone consider the
data materialization a gift to donate? Would anyone disagree with
a representation? What if the data is not understandable at all?

4 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORKS
The projects presented in this paper show the potentialities of using
“ambiguity” as a design material in self-tracking, making it visible
that it may “mediate” social relationships through data, i) enabling
collective interpretations, ii) offering opportunities for questioning
social relationships enabling novel forms of connectedness, which

may create ambiguous and even deceptive interactions, and iii) al-
lowing people to bring together multiple perspectives on the same
events creating a multifaceted "view on the world". The projects
resonate with previous research acknowledging the inherent mul-
tiplicity of meanings of body self-tracked data [12, 13, 18, 19, 33].
Differently from that research, which mainly focused on the po-
tential of ambiguity facilitating self-expression and enabling so-
cial connection, we explored more widely the idea of ambiguity
for social self-tracking, offering insights on how it may stimulate
collaborative, contrasting, or deceptive interpretations, and even
impact directly social relations. In future work, we aim to evaluate
the prototypes with self-tracking users, to explore whether they
can stimulate reflections on their own data, tracking practices, and
social relationships enabled by data. Moreover, we are “materializ-
ing” the method and materials used in the workshops into a design
toolkit aimed at supporting designers in leveraging ambiguity when
designing self-tracking wearables.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper explores how to leverage ambiguity as a design material
to create social self-tracking devices. The results of this prelimi-
nary study contribute to the growing literature on the relational
dimension of self-tracking data. While the presented projects are
speculative, yet they raise important questions that may be of in-
terest to the CSCW community. In fact, these study findings may
open further research lines on how ambiguity can be leveraged to
design "social systems" even beyond the self-tracking domain to
create novel forms of connectedness and collective sense-making.
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